THE G-SPOT MYSTERY… REVEALED!!

Now YOU Really Can Satisfy Your Woman EVERYTIME You Make Love!

By Matthew Doeing - Author of The Ugly Man’s Guide To Picking Up Beautiful Women!

So, you want to become a master lover? Well…

The First Thing You MUST Do Is Learn Your Woman's Body!

Only then will you fully understand exactly where her "Hot Buttons" are, and how and when to push them.

A man has at least two sexual focal points, the penis and the prostate gland. The woman also has two very important focal points; they are the clitoris-(located outside her body) and, at the entrance to the vagina, the famous Grafenberg or "G" spot-located inside the front wall of the vagina.

Remember this, the woman’s G-Spot is NOT an easily reached area; therefore, even many women, let alone men, do not even know it exists. How tragic! But, the educated and fortunate man, who is able to strike this spot consistently with his penis during sexual intercourse, will have one helluva satisfied mate! With every mind-boggling orgasm, she will love you and your dear penis just a little bit more!
All Right, Where Exactly is the G Spot?

The Grafenberg Spot lies directly behind the pubic bone within the front wall of the vagina. You will find this fleshy slice of heaven about halfway between the back of the pubic bone and the front of the cervix, along the course of the urethra (the tube through which she urinates) and near the neck of the bladder, where it connects with the urethra. The size and exact location may vary slightly with each woman. (Imagine a small clock inside the vagina with 12 o'clock pointing towards the navel. In the majority of women, you will find the G-Spot located between 11 and 1 o'clock.) It lies deep within the vaginal wall, and firm, but controlled, pressure is often needed to reach the G-Spot in its non-stimulated state.

Click Here To See A Hot Video On Finding The G-Spot!
Very Graphic! You Have Been Warned!

Be careful with this technique! It's dangerous - she may want your face buried in her forever!

Get The Ugly Man’s Guide today

Okay, How Does it Work?

Amazing G-Spot orgasms are triggered by a brief, vigorous, application of rhythmical friction. The desired friction is usually achieved when intercourse is practiced from behind or doggy-style, especially if your penis is not, to be kind, above average size. With this sexual position, even a two-inch penis will be very, very, effective, giving the woman as much pleasure as a Joe Studd with his nine-inch schlong.

When you have mastered this style, your lady will not simply have an orgasm but more likely a prolonged, ejaculatory explosion! No longer will your honey need to lie, or pretend, that she had an orgasm to protect your feelings. The evidence will be pooled on the sheets.

Another great trick is to locate the G-Spot with your finger. (Click Here to see picture)

The G-Spot will feel like a small bean, and when properly stimulated, may swell to the size of a dime or even as large as a quarter. Some women have large spots, just as some women have large breasts, and some men have large penises. Whatever the size, the woman will respond to its stimulation in the same way… ecstatically! As you continue stroking this area with a firm, masterful touch, she will experience twinges of contractions in her uterus, and a boatload of pleasure! As she approaches the point of orgasm, if this is her first time having one this way, she may get a ‘full-bladder’ feeling. This happens because of the prolonged intensity of the orgasm.
The clear, whitish fluid from her G-Spot ejaculation will be different from that achieved through clitoral stimulation.

My friend, when she achieves this state of ecstasy, be prepared…. you will have a friend for life!

Does size matter? Find out the truth about this. It's not what you think. The BS stops here!

Get The Ugly Man’s Guide today

**Discovering The G Spot!**

The best way to discover her G-Spot is through teamwork.

1. Ask her to lie on her belly, legs apart, and hips rotated slightly upwards.

2. Gently insert two fingers (palm down) and carefully explore the front wall of her vagina (which will be closest to the bed), with a firm touch. Pay close attention to her facial expressions and body language as this will indicate her pleasure or annoyance with your actions. As you get warmer, she will move her pelvis naturally almost guiding you to her G-Spot.

3. Reach under her body and place your other hand on her abdomen, just above the pubic hairline, and apply a soft, downward pressure. This often helps to stimulate her G-Spot. (Click Here to see picture)

This exercise should make you both more aware of her body. As she gets aroused with this stimulation simply move into **Position #1**, described below. THE THREE BEST POSITIONS

**Position #1**

Guide her (gently and lovingly) on to her hands and knees, with her buttocks raised and her head down. Slowly kneel behind her and grasp her by her waist. As you penetrate her vagina in this position, now realizing where her G-Spot is, the head of your penis will hit her G-Spot automatically. Her response will be earth-shattering, allowing you both sensational enjoyments, **orgasm after orgasm after orgasm!**

**Position #2**

Guide her on to her back, raising her buttocks and lower back. As you mount her, gently bend her
legs so that her knees touch her breasts. Now lovingly thump her G-Spot until she is an orgasmic mess. Watch as she shakes with orgasmic pleasure and **lets the juices flow!**

**Position #3**

Lie on your back, with your legs extended. Have your little lady straddle you, with her knees positioned outside your legs. But here’s the catch, she will be facing your feet with her back turned to you. In this unique position, your penis will easily hit her G-Spot. Very Important!! Warn her not to get too mesmerized in orgasmic pleasure so as to snap your dear penis in half. (I don’t think this is possible but even the thought of it hurts.)

Are you making that one stupid mistake that almost every guy on the planet makes that keeps you from getting laid? I bet you are! **Changing this may get you laid tonight!**

Get [The Ugly Man’s Guide](#) today

Okay, my friend, you are now familiar with the famous G-Spot and the power this knowledge holds. With just minimal practice you will become the man your ladies (or ladies) have always dreamed of!

To Your Success!

Matthew Doeing

[Get Sexy](#)

---

**Attention - Send To A Friend Now**

You are welcome to distribute The G Spot Report, free of charge, to any friends or relatives you choose.